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INTRODUCTION
 .op  .When R is a commutative ring, T : R y mod = R y mod ª R y
  .  n n..mod is a bifunctor, and one wants to study lim H# Gl R ; T R , R ,nª` n
w xthen the general procedure of how to proceed is described in B1 and
w xBP . The methods described there reduce calculations to studying homol-
 .ogy of Gl R with trivial coefficients. These coefficients are given by then
so-called stable K-theory groups of R with coefficients in T notation
s  .. w xK# R, T . The main conjecture of BP says that when T is of finite
s  .  .degree then K# R, T s THH# R, T where these latter groups denote
the topological Hochschild homology groups of R with coefficients in T.
This conjecture is treated as the calculation of stable K-theory because
THH-theory is supposed to be more easily computable than K s. The main
purpose of the following note is to justify this last statement. We will show
that once one knows THH-groups with coefficients in bilinear bifunctors
then one can compute them for higher degree ones using only homological
algebra methods. Moreover, we will show that this homological algebra is
effective in many cases of interest. The case of bilinear T was treated for
w xvarious R, see Bo, FLS and others.
We will work in a cohomological setting instead of a homological one.
The reason for this is the following: the topological Hochschild cohomol-
ogy groups have better interpretation than their homological counterpart.
 w x.They can be nicely described as Ext-groups in functor categories see JP
and this will be the place where our calculations will go on. The other
reason is that these Ext-groups appear naturally in Steenrod algebra
 w x.calculations see K1, K2, and K3 and hence they are of independent
interest.
 .* The author was partially supported by the Polish Scientific Grants KBN 211399101 and
2P30101007.
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I. METHODS
w xThe starting point of our discussion comes from B2, Chap. 2 . Let T be
 .as in the Introduction. Assume that T is of degree k k in the first1 2
 .second variable and let k F k . Then there is a map of bifunctors2 1
f : S ª T such that the kernel and cokernel of f are of lower degree than
 n n . T in th e firs t va ria b le a n d S R , R s H S =0 k 1
 n.mk1  n.mk 2 . .S , Hom R , R m A for some R-bimodule A with an actionk 2
of S = S . The short exact sequence of bifunctors induces the longk k1 2
exact sequence of THH-groups. It means that the main point is to
calculate THH-groups for bifunctors of the type S as above and then
proceed by induction with respect to the degree using long exact se-
quences. The part of the calculation coming from the action of S = Sk k1 2
can be treated by a direct calculation or by a hyperhomology spectral
sequence.
w xIt follows from BP, Appendix and various spectral sequences that
THH-groups of R with coefficients in S are 0 if k / k . Hence we have1 2
to do our calculations only for bifunctors of type S with k s k . Handling1 2
symmetric groups by the known methods and handling the extra R-bimod-
ule A by the universal coefficients spectral sequence, we can reduce our
 n n.  n.mk  n.mk .interest to bifunctors S R , R s Hom R , R .
After these preliminary statements we need some more notation. Let V
denote the category of finitely generated free R-modules and let F be the
w x w xcategory of functors from V to R y mod. By the results of JP and PW
we know that topological Hochschild cohomology groups of R with coeffi-
 .mk .  .mk .cients in Hom ? , T are the same as the groups Ext ? , T for anyF
T. These are the groups which we are going to calculate. We will present
two ways of doing such calculations. The first one was suggested to us by
w xPirashvili. The second one is based on some statements in FLS .
 .1.1. DEFINITION. Let S and T be objects of F. Then Hom S, T and
q .Ext S, T are objects of F defined by the formulas:
Hom S, T X s Hom S ? , T X [ ? .  .  .  . .
Ext q S, T X s Ext q S ? , T X [ ? , .  .  .  . .F
 .where Hom denotes the set R-module of natural transformations of
functors and Ext are derived functors of Hom as usual.
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1.2. LEMMA. Let T take ¨alues in free R-modules. Then
Hom S m T , U s Hom S, Hom T , U . .  . .
Proof. If S and T are standard projective generators in F, which means
 . w  .x  . w  .xS ? s R Hom s, ? , T ? s R Hom t, ? for some objects s and t, then
 .both sides are equal to U s [ t . The standard projectives will be called
induced functors in the future.
The case of an arbitrary S and T can be solved in the following way: let
 .  .P# Q# be a projective resolution of S T in F with terms given by sums
of induced functors. Let S be induced and T arbitrary. Then
Hom S m T , U s ker Hom S m Q , U ª Hom S m Q , U .  .  . .0 1
s ker Hom S, Hom Q , U ª Hom S, Hom Q , U . .  . .  . .0 1
This latter group is the same as
Hom S, Hom T , U . .
 .   .  ..because Hom T , U s ker Hom Q , U ª Hom Q , U . Let now S be0 1
arbitrary. Then the sequence
. . . ª P m T ª P m T ª S m T ª 01 0
is exact by the assumption on T. We have
Hom S m T , U s ker Hom P m T , U ª Hom P m T , U .  .  . .0 1
s ker Hom P , Hom T , U ª Hom P , Hom T , U . .  . .  . .0 1
  ..This latter group is the same as Hom S, Hom T , U for the obvious
reason.
 .1.3. LEMMA. If U is injecti¨ e in F and T is as in 1.2, then Hom T , U is
also injecti¨ e.
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemma.
1.4. PROPOSITION. There is a cohomological spectral sequence with
E p , q s Ext p S, Ext q T , U . .2 F
con¨erging to
Ext pqq S m T , U .F
for any S, T , U in F under the assumption that T takes ¨alues in free
R-modules.
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Proof. This is the Grothendieck spectral sequence of the composition
 .of functors. The first one is Hom T , ? : F ª F and the second one is
 .Hom S, ? . Lemma 1.3 shows that this spectral sequence is well defined.
Proposition 1.4 shows how we can increase degrees of functors in our
calculations. The restriction on T is not very strong because by our
 .kpreliminary observations for most applications we shall have T s m . In
the next chapter we will show that the procedure from 1.4 is effective by
doing some interesting calculations. But now we shall describe the second
method applicable to performing similar calculations.
First observe that on V we have the pair of adjoint functors:
D : V ª V = V
denoting the diagonal embedding and
P : V = V ª V
denoting the functor taking a pair A and B of objects of V to their sum.
Let F 2 be the category of functors V 2 ª R y mod. Composition with P
and D define a pair of adjoint functors on F and F 2. Hence we have the
following formula for the Ext-groups:
Ext 2 S(P , T s Ext S, T (D .  .F F
Let S and T be objects of F. Let S m T denote their exterior tensor
product by which we understand an object of F 2 defined by formula
 .  .  .  4S m T X, Y s S X m T Y . For two families of R-modules A andi ig I
Ã 4B let m denote the following variation on the theme tensor product,j jg J
ÃA m B s A m B .  i j i j
igI jgJ igI , jgJ
We should warn the reader here that this product is not necessarily
isomorphic to the ordinary tensor product when at least one of the families
Ãis infinite. The formulas like A m B mean that there is some given
Ãdecomposition of A and B into products with respect to which we take m.
We have the following Kunneth-type spectral formula for the Ext-groups:È
1.5. LEMMA. Assume that U takes ¨alues in free R-modules. There exists
a first quadrant spectral sequence with
2 p Ã qE s H C* m Ext T , V . .p , q F
con¨erging to
pqq
2Ext S m T , U m V .F
 .where C* is a cochain complex gi¨ ing us Ext* S, U .F
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Proof. Let P# ª S and Q# ª T be projective resolutions of S and T
in F given by sums of induced functors. Then P# m Q# is a projective
2  .2resolution of S m T in F . We have Hom P m Q , U m V sF i j
Ã .  .Hom P , U m Hom Q , V by a direct computation and hence theF i F j
n  .2groups Ext S m T , U m V are equal to the homology groups of theF
Ã .  .cochain complex Hom P#, U m Hom Q#, V . Now observe that ten-F F
Ãsoring in the sense m by a product of free modules is an exact functor.
Hence the ordinary Kunneth spectral procedure for the tensor product ofÈ
complexes gives us the desired formula.
Let us recall that by the considerations from the beginning of this
chapter we are mainly interested in the case when our objects from F are
of the type idmk. Lemma 1.5 tells us how to perform calculations for the
exterior tensor products of such functors. On the other hand, we know that
U U
2Ext S m T (D , U m V (D s Ext S m T (D(P , U m V . .  .F F
Let R denote also the constant functor from F. Assume for a while to
.  .  .make formulas look nicer that S 0 s 0 and T 0 s 0. Let t denote the
automorphism of V = V which interchanges variables. Then easy check-
ing shows that
S m T (D(PsS m T [ S m T (t [ S m T m R [ R m S m T (t [? .  .
where ``?'' can be described in terms of higher cross-effects of S and T.
Summarizing,
1.6. COROLLARY.
UExt S m T (D , U m V (D .F
U U
2 2s Ext S m T , U m V [ Ext S m T (t , U m V .  .F F
U U
2 2[ Ext SmT m R , U m V [Ext R m SmT (t , U m V .  . . .F F
U
2[ Ext ?, U m V . .F
Before we move towards the interesting computations let us recall the
w xmain result of the Appendix to BP , Theorem A.1:
1.7. THEOREM. Let B be a small additi¨ e category and F be the category
of functors from B to the category of modules o¨er the ring R. Let N: Bn ª
 .R y mod, n ) 1, be a functor with the property that N X , . . . , X s 01 n
whene¨er there is i with X s 0. Let N d: B ª R y mod be the compositioni
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of N with the diagonal embedding B ª Bn. Then
Ext q M , N d s 0 s Ext q N d , M .  .F F
for any 0 F q if M has degree at most n y 1.
Now we come back to the cases of main interest. We put S s U s id,
T s V s idk. Then we have:
1.8. COROLLARY. For any natural k:
kq1
U U
2Ext S m T , U m V s Ext S m T , U m V . .  .[F F
is1
In particular, if k s 1 then
U U U
2 2Ext S m T , U m V s Ext S m T , U m V [ Ext S m T , U m V . .  .  .F F F
Proof. The proof is an easy consequence of 1.6 and 1.7. When k s 1
the only non-zero terms which remain from 1.6 are the first and the
second. They are canonically isomorphic because t induces an automor-
phism of S m T. The additional part of 1.6 vanishes by 1.7. The general
formula follows the same way by the straightforward calculation of the
term hidden under the name ``?''. We have only to identify many times
A m B with B m A.
II. SPECIFIC CALCULATIONS}THE F CASEp
We start our calculations from the case R s F where F denotes thep p
field with p elements. This is an interesting case to us because of its
 w x.relations to Steenrod algebra see K1, K2, K3 . In this case we know by
w x w xBo or FLS :
2.1. Formula
Ext2 k id, id s F .F p
Ext2 kq1 id, id s 0. .F
U  mk mk .Using this formula we can easily calculate the groups Ext id , id .F
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2.2. PROPOSITION.
k!
mkU Umk mkExt id , id s Ext id, id . .  .[F F
is1
Proof. To check this we can use either 1.4 or 1.8. Everything is easy in
the F -case because of Formula 2.1. The spectral sequence from 1.5 causesp
no problems because we are over a field. Hence
k
U Umk mk mky1. mky1.
2Ext id , id s Ext id m id , id m id .  .[F F
is1
k
U U mky1. mky1.s Ext id, id m Ext id , id .  . .[ F F
is1
and by induction we get the desired result.
2.3. Remark
We could use also 1.4 instead of 1.5. We explain this now in the case
p, q p  q m2 ..k s 2. We have a spectral sequence with E s Ext id, Ext id, id2 F
pqq m2 m2 .converging to Ext id , id . Let us calculate the second table of thisF
spectral sequence. We have
Ext q id, idm2 X s Ext q id ? , idm2 X [ ? . .  .  .  . .F
But
idm2 X [ Y s X m2 [ X m Y [ Y m X [ Y m2 . .
q m2 . q  .Hence Ext id, id is isomorphic to two copies of Ext id, id m id. TheF
other two extra terms vanish by 1.7. Now we calculate that
E p , q s Ext p id, id m Ext q id, id .  .2 F F
and we recover the result from 2.2.
We can write
mkU Umk mk w xExt id , id s Ext id, id m F S .  .F F p k
w xwhere F S is the group algebra over F of the symmetric group S andp k p k
we view this formula additively. We are going to prove now that actually
this is also correct multiplicatively if we consider Yoneda multiplication on
U  mk mk .Ext id , id .F
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2.5. Remark. In the case which we consider now the spectral sequence
from 1.5 is just the tensor product. Moreover, the formula
n s t
2Ext S m T , U m V s Ext S, U m Ext U, V .  . . [F F F
sqtsn
is natural with respect to Yoneda multiplication on both sides.
 mk mk .By the main theorem of Invariant Theory we know that Hom id , id
0  mk mk . w xs Ext id , id equals F S . An element s g S corresponds to theF p k k
map given by permuting factors in idmk. On the other hand, every sum-
mand at the right-hand side of Formula 2.2 can be obtained from another
by applying an appropriate s considered as an automorphism of
k U  mk mk .V }hence we have a natural action of S on Ext id , id . Thisk F
follows easily from 1.6 and 1.8: observe for example that the identification
U U .  .2 2of Ext S m T , U m V with Ext S m T (t , U m V comes via transpo-F F
sition induced by t . Now it follows directly from the definition of Yoneda
 mk mk .multiplication that the product of s g Hom id , id with e g
p  mk mk .Ext id , id is the same as the effect of the described above action ofF
S on e. This plus Remark 2.5 gives us multiplicativity of 2.4.k
U  .Observe that if F is in F then Ext F, F is an F -algebra overF p
U  .Ext id, id . The multiplication is given by precomposition with F andF
U  .Yoneda multiplication on Ext F, F . There appears a question: is it trueF
U  . U  .that Ext F, F is a finitely generated algebra over Ext id, id for finiteF F
degree F? The answer to this question is no!
U  2 2 .2.5. PROPOSITION. The ring Ext id , id is not finitely generated as anF
U  .algebra o¨er Ext id, id .F
w xProof. Let us recall from FLS the description of the ring structure on
U  .Ext id, id . This is a commutative ring with generators e in dimensionsF h
Uh p  .22 p and relations e s 0. We can consider Ext id m id, id m id as anh F
U  .algebra over Ext id, id by precomposition and from previous statementsF
U  . U  2 2 .this is an Ext id, id subalgebra of Ext id , id . It is enough to checkF F
U U .  .2that Ext id m id, id m id is not finitely generated over Ext id, id .F F
Assume that all generators are in degrees - 2 ph for some natural h. We
have formula
U U U
2Ext id m id, id m id s Ext id, id m Ext id, id . .  . .F F F
Then in degree 2 ph we have a two-dimensional direct summand generated
by 1 m e and e m 1. By the multiplicativity of the Kunneth spectralÈh h
U  .sequence and formula for multiplication in Ext id, id we know thatF
nothing in that direct summand can be obtained by multiplication of
U Uh  .  .2elements of degree - 2 p from Ext id, id and Ext id m id, id m id .F F
Hence we must have at least one additional generator in degree 2 ph.
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III. APPLICATION TO DUAL NUMBERS
In this section we shall assume that p is an odd prime number. The case
p s 2 can be treated in a similar way but some formulas are different. We
consider here only the odd case in order to make the exposition easier and
we leave the even case as an exercise for the interested reader.
Let E denote the ring of dual numbers to F . If we want to calculatep p
  . .  .H* Gl E , F for example for the purposes of algebraic K-theory wep p
can use the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence associated to the group
extension
M F ª Gl E ª Gl F .  .  .p p p
 . s, twhere M F is the full additive group of matrices over F . The E -termp p 2
s  . t  . ..of this spectral sequence is equal to H Gl F , H M F , F with thep p p
 .   . .action of Gl F on H* M F , F induced from the adjoint representa-p p p
tion. Hence we can view this spectral sequence as the one consisting of
 . ncohomology groups of Gl F with coefficients in bifunctors taking F =p p
n i  n n. .F to H Hom F , F , F . The cohomology groups of an abelian groupP p p p
 .M F are well known and given in terms of such bifunctors as tensorp
powers, symmetric powers, and exterior powers. On the other hand, the
w x w xmain homological conjectures of BP and K2 and Quillen's calculations
w xfrom Q imply that
H s Gl F , H t M F , F s THH s F , H t M F , F . .  .  . .  . /  /p p p p p p
w x w xWe will assume that the conjectures from BP and K2 are true. Then we
have the following picture of the beginning of first four rows in the
interesting spectral sequence:
F 3 0 ? ? . . . . . . . . .p
3F 0 F 0 . . . . . . . . .p p
F 0 F 0 . . . . . . . . .p p
F 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . .p
It is easy to see that we recover here the calculations done previously in
w x w x EF and APS but we do not calculate any differentials in spectral
.sequences . The zero row comes from Quillen's calculation of
  . . w x w xH* Gl F , F . The first row shows the calculation from Bo or FLSp p
1  . .  . k k .because H M F , F s M F . Let L S denote the k th exteriorp p p
 .symmetric power. Moreover, assume that S denotes the fixed points ofk
 .mk opthe natural action of S on ? . Observe that as a functor on V = V ,k
2  . .  . 2  ..H M F , F equals Hom id, id [ L Hom id, id .p p
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3.1. LEMMA. We ha¨e
THH 0 F , L2 Hom id, id s 0 . . p
THH 2 F , L2 Hom id, id s F [ F . . . p p p
 .Proof. Let M denote Hom id, id for short. We have the following
exact sequence of bifunctors on V o p = V :
0 ¤ L2M ¤ Mm2 ¤ S M ¤ 0.2
 .Let C* G, A denote the cochain complex for computing cohomology
groups of G with coefficients in a G-module A. Let us consider now the
 mk .hypercohomology spectral sequences for the cochain complex C* S , Mk
0 .and for the derived functors of THH F , y . We have two formulas forp
them,
Est s THH s F , H t S , Mmk . .2 p k
9Est s H s S , THH t F , Mmk , . /2 k p
and both of them converge to the same groups, being spectral sequences
associated to the same bicomplex. Using them in our case we get
THH 0 F , S M s H 0 S , THH 0 F , Mm2 . . .  . /p 2 2 p
0 m2 .The action of S on THH F , M comes from permuting the factors in2 p
m2 M . But easy checking shows that this action is trivial see Lemma 3.2 for
.the description of this action in the more general case . Hence by the long
exact sequence argument we have our first formula. Observe that
THH* F , S M s H 0 S , THH* F , Mm2 . .  . /p 2 2 p
because the previously spectral sequences degenerate to the zero row or
 .column under our assumption on p. This shows that the map S M ª2
Mm2 induces a monomorphism on THH-groups. Now let A s A s F 2.1 2 p
Then
THH 2 F , Mm2 s Ext2 id2 , id2 s A [ A . .p F 1 2
by 2.2. The action of S interchanges summands within A and within A .2 1 2
2  .. 2Hence THH F , S M s F and we get our second formula by the longp 2 p
exact sequence argument.
We have equality
H 3 M F , F s Mm2 [ L3 M . . .p p
0 m2 .as bifunctors. The group THH F , M is known by 2.2.p
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3.2. LEMMA. If p ) 3 then
THH 0 F , L3 M s F . .p p
Proof. We shall use an exact sequence of Koszul,
0 ª L3 ª L2 m id ª id m S2 ª S3 ª 0,
or rather the dual sequence to this one where duality is taken in the sense
 w x. kof Kuhn see K1, Chap. 3 . Recall that L is isomorphic to its dual. This
means that we have the exact sequence
0 ª S M ª M m S M ª M m L2 M ª L3 M ª 0. .  .  .  .3 2
0  ..  .  m3.S3We start by calculating THH F , S M . We have S M s M .p 3 3
Again by the hypercohomology spectral sequence we know that
THH* F , S M s H 0 S , THH* F , Mm3 . .  . /p 3 3 p
1  ..which implies for example that THH F , S M s 0. We have to calcu-p 3
0 m3.late the action of S on THH F , M . By 2.2 we know that3 p
0 m3 w xTHH F , M s F S . .p p 3
w xLet e denote the basis vector in F S corresponding to s g S . Let nows p 3 3
w xt g S . Then t acts on F S by the formula3 p 3
t ? e s e y1 .s t st
Hence an easy calculation shows that
THH 0 F , S M s F 3. . .p 3 p
On the other hand, similar calculation shows that
THH 0 F , M m S M s F 4 . .p 2 p
 .  .and moreover the map S M ª M m S M induces an embedding on3 2
0   .  ..THH . Let K s coker S M ª M m S M . Then we can easily get3 2
THH 0 F , K s F .p p
THH 1 F , K s 0 .p
and hence we have an exact sequence
0 ª F ª THH 0 F , L2 M m M ª THH 0 F , L3 M ª 0. .  . .  .p p p
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0 2 . .We shall calculate the group THH F , L M m M . We have an exactp
sequence of functors:
0 ª S M m M ª Mm3 ª L2 M m M ª 0. .  .2
Existence of it implies immediately that
THH 0 F , L2 M m M s F 2 . . .p p
From this and previous calculations we get
THH 0 F , L3 M s F . . .p p
Now our spectral sequence is fully calculated. Of course we could
calculate full rows in it because our formulas are very explicit. We present
these calculations here for two purposes. First of all they show that we can
readily perform calculations in THH-theory in the case of more compli-
cated bifunctors than the ones treated in Sections I and II. But the other
 .purpose is more important. Our calculation gives us conjecturally deep
 .insight into the cohomology groups of Gl E with coefficients in F . Byp p
duality homology groups are the same. Hence we can put our hands on
 . w xhomology groups of K E . By the very recent results of McCarthy Mp pÃ
 .these latter groups are the same as TC E . On the other hand, thesep p pÃ
w xgroups are known by HM . For example, in dimension three they are
F [ F in the case p ) 3 and Zr9Z for p s 3. Moreover, it is shown inp p
w x  .HM that TC E is a generalized Eilenberg]MacLane spectrum andp p
hence its homotopy describes homology. Looking at this discussion and our
calculations we can draw two conclusions from them:
1. The spectral sequence from the beginning of this section has
many non-trivial differentials. We hope that there is a way of calculating
them.
2. Considering the case p s 3 we get into trouble. They come from
 .m3the cohomology of S with coefficients in ? . This is a general problem:3
we can perform calculations in THH-theory only modulo the knowledge of
 .the higher co homology groups of symmetric groups with coefficients in
tensor powers. This means that there is great need for a ``higher invariants
theory.''
IV. THE CASE OF INTEGERS
We shall now present some calculations in the case of integers. They are
very straightforward and easy. We place them here to prevent the reader
from thinking that actually, in spite of our strong promises in the Introduc-
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tion, we are not able to go any further than the case of finite fields. The
wlack of sensible applications here is caused by the fact that results from Q,
xHM and M are not available over Z.
 .Let us recall first Bokstedt's calculation of THH# Z :È
THH Z s 0 for i ) 0 .2 i
THH Z s Zri . .2 iy1
Then by a universal coefficients formula we get
THH 2 i Z s Zri for i ) 0 .
THH 2 iy1 Z s 0. .
 . U  .Let us recall again that THH* Z s Ext id, id where F here denotesF
this time the category of functors from finitely generated free abelian
groups to abelian groups. Directly from 1.5 we get the following formulas:
4.1. LEMMA.
n
2 n 2 i 2 ny2 i
2Ext id m id, id m id s THH Z m THH Z .  . . [F
is0
2 ny1 Z i jExt id m id, id m id s Tor THH Z , THH Z . .  . .  .[F 1
iqjs2 n
4.2. LEMMA. Additi¨ ely,
U Uw x 2Ext id m id, id m id s Z S m Ext id m id, id m id . .  .F 2 F
These formulas are calculable in the sense that all groups in them are
 .known. Moreover, it is easy to imagine and prove how these formulas
look for higher tensor products. Now by using short exact sequences like
0 ª L2 ª m2 ª S2 ª 0,
we can perform further calculations similarly to the case of finite fields.
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